
Financial Markets During and After COVID 19 



Three Shocks to the System
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Response to the Pandemic is causing a Severe Economic 
Slowdown

An Oil price war started in the midst of the panic, 
compounding market uncertainty

1 plus 2 created fear in markets as markets fear the 
unknown more than anything else



Shock 1: An Economic Collapse
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Huge Deflationary Shock to the System
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Debate is Moving to What Type of Recovery:

• V shape

• U shape

• W shape
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Dependent on:

• When economies re-open

• Will a second wave cause 
lockdowns

• Success of widespread testing and 
anti-virals

• The roll-out of a vaccine



Markets will Move ahead of the Data

• Equity Markets tend 
to Bottom on 
average 4 months 
before recession 
ends

• Recent Recovery in 
Markets would 
speak to an 
Economic Recovery 
Beginning  in 
August 
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Shock 2: An Oil Price War
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What do These Have in 

Common?
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The Big Risk to them all is the same- US Shale

• Saudi Arabia and Russia Fear Losing 
Market Share to the United States

• BP won’t transition anyway from Fossil 
Fuels Successfully unless oil prices hold 
up

• Renewable won’t be economical if oil 
prices are too low.

➢The Destruction/Halt of Growth 
of US helps all these parties in 
the Long Run 
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Shock 3: Uncertainty
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Fear Gauges Hit Levels not Seen Since 2008
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June 16th 2009: Financial Times Calls for another Great Depression

• Start of the longest Bull 
Market in History

• And in some ways the 
strangest as inflation 
remained low and asset 
bubbles were created.

Fear Brings Forward Predictable Conversations

Source: Financial Times, June 16th 2009
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The same Questions are being asked today?

• But at least today there is a 
recognition it may not be the case    
“ unless there is a huge fiscal 
response”:
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Source: The Guardian March 21st 2020



This is Not Another Great Depression 
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Source:Exane BNP 13th April 2020



Policy Response Has Been Significant

Over 300 Policy 
announcements: 
Total Stimulus in 
Excess of $10 
Trillion

Source: Evercore ISI 10th April 2020
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Measures Being Put in Place to Restore Growth 
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Source: Citigroup 14th April 2020



Policy Makers are Doing Whatever it Takes:
Bond Investors should be Petrified

The 30 Year Bull Market in Fixed income is Under attack
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An Event Driven Equity Bear market

➢ Its not structural like the GFC or Cyclical like one caused by interest rates rising

Source: Goldman Sachs 14th March 2020
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Characteristics of an Event Driven Bear Market

1. The average fall is around 30% - like we have seen

2. They don’t last as long - the speed of this crisis is unprecedented:

a) Markets have fallen quicker than ever before

b) Unemployment is going to rise quicker than any recession before – normally it would take 
9-12 months to get to peak unemployment – this time we may be there in 2-3 months

c) The policy response has been quicker – what it took central banker and governments 
months or even years to do through the financial crisis has been done in weeks

3. We don’t know when the virus will peak but there will be a world post virus

Q. Will it take longer for Europe/US to contain it than the Chinese? 

A. Possibly but Europe/US is not trying to wipe it out - just flatten the curve
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Equities Never Been so Cheap Relative to Bonds
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Source: Societe Générale 15th April 2020



Equities: A Lost Year or a Lost Decade ?

If it’s a lost year equities 
should be down circa 
10%.
Anything greater than 
that says:

1. We’re going through a 
liquidity sell-off

2. The market is pricing 
in greater than one 
year of losses

3. The market was the 
wrong price at the 
beginning 

Share Prices Lead Earnings on the way down and way back up

Source: Societe Générale 20th March 2020
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Can Equity Markets Recover? – YES

• The conditions are in place for a recovery.

➢Monetary and Fiscal Policy is being put in place to restore economic 
growth.

➢ After falling 35%, Equity Markets were pricing in a lost decade, not a 
lost year

➢The Question is then Timing/Speed of a recovery and What leads the 
recovery?
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Timing of Recovery: Does Anyone Know?

Source:CNBC

Source:CNBC
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The Problems in the Market Haven’t Gone Away
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➢ This could bring a second correction to markets

Source: Bank of America 20th April 2020



Performance of Non-Dividend stocks is not Healthy 
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Source: ISI Evercore 16th April 2020



The Battle within the Market

Deflationary Shock Versus Inflationary Response
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Markets Haven’t Started Looking to a Recovery Yet
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Stocks that 
lead recoveries 
are as cheap as 
they have ever 

been

Stocks that lag 
in  recoveries 

are as 
expensive as 

they have ever 
been



Current State of Play:

• Uncertainty is coming down:
– Policy response will avert a great depression and a financial Crisis
– Lockdowns are getting the virus under control
– Thinking has moved onto how economies will restart

• The Oil Price War has been resolved with a deal between Opec and non-Opec Countries: Not all 
Shale players will survive but 

• The Shape of the recovery remains unknown. But a U shape seems likely due to Fiscal support

• Market is pricing in a deflationary future as Bonds and Growth stocks are seeing inflows.

• Behaviour post the crises remains unknown:
– Its Likely Savings rates will stay high for a period – Fiscal Policy will have to step in to ensure 

the recovery and is
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What it Means for the Appian Multi Asset Fund
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Running into Deflationary Assets Like Bonds and the US Dollar is 
tempting but doesn’t make sense.

Equities represent a hedge against inflation providing balance 
sheets and valuations are on your side. 

Real Assets such as Forestry, Gold, Infrastructure and Property may 
gain in importance post the crisis.

Cash can be used to avail of Opportunities in the Equity market or 
elsewhere



What it means for the Appian Impact Fund

Resource Efficiency:  
Energy Efficiency drive 

will continue –
supported by more 
stable energy prices  

Circular Economy: 
There is a risk that 

there is less emphasis 
here

Water Sustainability: 
Infrastructure spending 

will be a theme post 
Covid 19

Food Sustainability: A 
renewed focus should 

be expected

Social Improvement: 
This may be a catalyst 
for changes in Society 

e.g An improved 
nursing home sector
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What it means for the Appian Dividend Growth Fund

There is a need to 
look forward to 
the 2021 and 

beyond

Strong Balance Sheets and ample Liquidity are important in the short term

While under Stress now, Dividends will return and drive share prices higher

Valuation will be a driver of long run returns

Dividend Focused 
Investors are 

Feeling the Pain

Reasonable for companies to postpone dividends if revenues have stopped, 
factories are closed, and employees are being furloughed

This is a unique event and in many cases cancelling dividends is prudent

Only companies with Dividends can cut them



What it Means for Small Cap Equities
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Source Barclays, 20th April 2020



What it Means for the Appian Small Cap Fund

• What Performs Post a Crisis*:

• 1.Small Companies

• 2. The Cheapest Decile of companies

➢ P/E 9.5  

➢ FCF Yield 11%

• 3. Companies with conservative 
capital deployment:

➢ Strong Balance Sheets

➢ Strong focus on cash flow 
returns on capital

❑ What leads the Previous Bull Markets 
doesn’t Lead the Next one

❑ If Large Cap Growth isn’t the leader 
through the next cycle.  Could it be 
Small Cap Value?
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*According to Crisis investing, How to maximize returns during market panic by Daniel Ramussen



Equity Valuation Fundamentals

*As of April 20th 2020
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MULTI ASSET IMPACT (MA)
GLOBAL DIV 

GRWT
SMALL   CAP MARKET

DIVIDENDS DIVIDEND YIELD 2020 4.8% 3.6% 4.7% 4.3% 2.5%

DIVIDEND COVER 1.8x 2.9x 1.8x 1.8x 1.3x

DIVIDEND GROWTH 2020 4% 5% 8% 4% 3%

DIVIDEND GROWTH IN LAST 5 YRS. 8% 6% 8% 11% 5%

RETURNS CASH FLOW (CF) RETURN 8.2% 6.6% 7.8% 11.0% 5.2%

CF RETURN IN LAST 15 YEARS 9.3% 6.9% 9.1% 9.2% 6.2%

SALES GROWTH FORECAST -4% 0% -6% -7% -1%

EPS GROWTH FORECAST -3% 3% -3% -8% 2%

EPS GROWTH IN LAST 5 YRS 6% 10% 5% 16% 5%

P/E 2020 15.3x 13.5x 15.5x 12.4x 18.4x

BALANCE SHEET DEBT/EBITDA 1.3x 1.2x 1.3x 0.6x 1.7x

MEDIAN MARKET CAPITALISATION OF STOCKS €34B €2.8B €33B €0.8B



Conclusion
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We are still in the Middle of the Crisis, but some of the clouds are 
clearing

• Policy response has been strong

• Oil Price War has been resolved

• The conversation about what the return to normality looks like has begun

There is a temptation to buy deflationary assets but the long term 
outcome could be inflationary

This has the potential to be the catalyst for a change in investment 
backdrop that has characterised the last decade.



Appian Asset Management-Sales/Distribution Contacts
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patrick.lawless@appianasset.ie
+353 (1) 6623001
william.mcdonald@appianasset.ie
+353 (1) 6623982
john.flavin@appianasset.ie
+353 (1) 6624053
ian.naughton@appianasset.ie
+353 (1) 6623986
sean.breheny@appianasset.ie
+353 87 180 6784
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Disclaimer

Please note that any target return noted in this material is not guaranteed. 

The Appian Multi-Asset Fund, Appian Impact Fund, Appian Global Dividend Growth Fund, Appian Global Small Companies Fund and the Appian Euro Liquidity Fund are Retail 

Investment Alternative Investment Funds and are sub-funds of the Appian Unit Trust.

The Appian Burlington Property Fund is a limited Liquidity fund and is only open to Qualifying Investors. A minimum investment threshold of €100,000 applies. Redemptions are at the 

discretion of the directors and minimum investment term prior to any redemption request being considered is two years from investment.

Further information in relation to all risks for each fund is provided in the relevant Fund Prospectus and supplements available on request.

The information contained in this material is not financial advice. Nor does it constitute an offer for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments, trading strategy, product or service. 

No one receiving this material should treat any of its contents as constituting advice. It does not take into account the investment objectives, knowledge, experience or financial situation 

of any particular person. You should seek advice in the context of your own personal circumstances prior to investing or taking out any product from your own independent adviser.

This material has been prepared and issued by Appian Asset Management Limited on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources believed to 

be reliable. While all reasonable care has been given to the preparation of the information, no warranties or representation, express or implied are given or liability accepted by Appian 

Asset Management Limited or its affiliates or any directors or employees in relation to the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information contained herein. Any opinion expressed 

(including estimates and forecasts) may be subject to change without notice.

The above disclaimer and limitations of liability are applicable to the fullest extent permitted by law, whether in Contract, Statute, Tort (including without limitation, negligence) or 

otherwise.

Appian Asset Management Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
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Warning
• If you invest in any of the funds you may lose some or all of the money you invest
• Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance
• Appian Funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates
• The value of your investment may go down as well as up


